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lifO TURBO DIESEL 
IS NOW AT YOUR 
VOLVO DEALER. 
5~·.·.···.· ·. · · · · ·· ··· . . ... -. - .-. . 
BUT IF YOU'D 
LIKE TO PAY A LOT 
MORE FOR A CAR 
THAT'S SLOWER·. 
SMALLER AND NOT 
ASOUIEtYOU 
COULD ALWAYS TRY 
A MERCEDES 190D. 
Pound for pound, feature for feature, the Volvo 740 Turbo Diesel is 
perhaps the best car in the world today. And you can prove it for yourself. 
See your Volvo dealer for a test drive this week-end. 
VOLVO 
A car you can believe in. 
Based on acceleration and sound level tests conducted by Car and Driwf, and a comparison of manufacturers' suggested 
retail prices excluding taxes. options. dealer prep. and registration fees. C 19ti5 Volvo of America Corpordlion. 
THE "NEW" SCANDIA VOLVO 
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by Judy Scalzitti 
Cooking and eating are two of my 
favorite things to do. The eating part 
of this twosome comes extremely easy 
to me and, as well , to most people. 
The cooking skill , however, has de-
veloped slowly beginning with "help-
ing" my mother in the kitchen as a child. 
While I stood on a stool , Mom would 
patiently teach me how to measure 
flour correctly, separate eggs (one culi-
nary skill I mastered early) and to com-
";-;: ST. JOHN'S ~ISCOJl'<' EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
chuAC" 375-4463 
Mark Thomas Drive & Josselyn Canyon Rd. 
Monterey 
(A walk away from NPS) 
SUNDAY 
8:00 a.m. - Holy Communion 
9: 15 a.m. - Family Service 
and Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. - Divine Worship 
Nursery Care at both the 9: 15 a.m. and 
11 :00 a.m. Services 
Catholic Worship . Evangelical Teachings , 
and AposlOlic Fellowship 
bine our various concoctions properly, 
ignoring the little bit of egg yolk mixed 
with egg white or the pile of flour on 
the floor. We would make cookies (eat-
ing the dough is half the fun) , cakes 
(the frosting was always the best part), 
hamburgers, casseroles, muffins 
(fresh blueberry ones - YUM!) and 
much more. 
All this practice with Mom never 
seemed like work. It was fun . I was 
soon to discover that there is more to 
cooking than opening the refrigerator 
or cabinets, combining the ingredients, 
putting it in the oven and eating it! Dur-
ing my second year at West Virginia 
University I learned you had to shop 
for the food (it didn 't just appear in the 
cabinet!) and plan out your meals. On 
a small, monthly college student's 
budget, it wasn 't easy! 
We learned. how to use KRAFT 
Macaroni and' Cheese in many varied 
ways. At $ .19 a box, it was quite a 
bargain (more money left over for es-
sential things like potato chips, bever-
ages, etc.). Overthe next several years 
I became an economical , creative 
cook. 
Cooking is now a terrific hobby. 
Reading cookbooks, leafing through 
"Woman's Day," "Family Circle," and 
"Good Housekeeping" for recipes often 
takes priority over housework, the 
wash and daily exercising! Fortunately, 
I have a husband who encourages ex-
perimenting in the kitchen. He will try 
just about any1hing r concoct (Potato-
Pepperoni Surprise, Larry?) and po-
litely criticize my efforts. He'll make 
suggestions for improvement and then 
continue to finish every1hing on his 
plate! How lucky I am! 
In this month's issue of Classmate 
ym/ll find a wide variety of recipes. 
There's even a recipe for an NPS stu-
dent! When you finish reading, try a 
few recipes! I hope you will place 
Classmate on your shelf with your 
other cookbooks! 
BON APPETIT! 0 
MONTEREY DANCE WORKSHOP 
---ADULT CLASSES---
JAl2 • BALLET· TAP • AEROBICS 
YOUTH DANCE PROGRAM 
PRE-SCHOOL CREATIVE DANCE· Age 2-5 
CHILDREN'S BALLET • Age 3-10 
CHILDREN'S JAZZ • Age 6-12 
CHILDRENS TAP • Age 6-10 
TEEN JAZZ and BALLET · Age 9-14 
559 TYLER STREET· MONTEREY· 649-0698 
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
by Linda Denny 
Changes . .. Changes are a part of 
life. Each of us changes as we grow 
older, and sometimes we like to look 
back to the way things used to be. 
Maybe a more simple, less hectic time 
of life. Such is the history of our wives' 
club. It has gone through changes and 
a look back to a more simple time has 
resulted in a recent OSWC policy 
change. 
The Sixties - OSWC was in its in-
fancy. The membership averaged 
1500 student's wives. Military wives 
were concerned with that "conflict" 
over in Viet Nam and turned towards 
their wives' club for support. OSWC 
supported only military charities and 
programs. The OSWC Officers and a 
few chairmen provided welcoming teas 
in the home, a few social functions, 
and a large fund raising event every 
six month term. The main change dur-
ing this time was opening up the mem-
bership to include all wives connected 
with NPS. 
The Seventies - OSWC began to 
change. The membership fell to 750 
members as military wives went to 
work, while OSWC became more ser-
vice oriented. OSWC now supported 
both military and community charities. 
The enrollment at NPS increased and 
more new wives needed to be reached. 
The Welcome Coffees were now held 
in the Ballroom, and Curricular Repre-
sentatives were formulated to help 
orient new wives. Special events were 
started such as the Christmas Craft 
Bazaar, Art Auction, Adobe Tour, 
Fluoride Festival, La Mesa Run, Santa 
Visits, Childrens' Christmas Party and 
Easter Egg Hunt. These events be-
came "annual" events that provide a 
service to all families connected to 
NPS. To increase attendance, the 
. monthly social functions that were for 
members only in the sixties were 
gradually opened to nonmembers at a 
slightly higher cost. 
The Eighties - OSWC continues to 
hold its annual events and be a service 
to NPS and the community. We now 
have 50 Governing Board positions 
and an annual budget of $16,000 to 
carry out that responsibility. Our mem-
bership now averages 350. It is appar-
ent wives' clubs are not as popular as 
they were 20 years ago. T oday's 
women are much more career 
oriented. 
However, while the membership has 
decreased over the years, the respon-
sibility has increased. Presently, 
OSWC provides services for all stu-
dents' wives, regardless of their mem-
bership status. OSWC can no longer 
handle the entire load. The Governing 
Board recently voted to turn back the 
hands of time and give members back 
some exclusive privileges. Only mem-
bers will have the monthly and special 
Pink Flyers distributed via their SMC 
boxes. Only members and their guests 
may attend the monthly social func-
tions. And only members and their 
families may receive OSWC cour-
tesies. OSWC has always been a ser-
vice to new students' wives and will 
continue to provide information and 
support. 
We are "Women of the Eighties", 
who can juggle family, career, and vol-
unteerism. Our membership is strong 
and has proved itself with the many 
successful OSWC-sponsored ac-
tivities. We may lack in quantity, but 
not quality! 0 
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GQO\\ \\ITH uS 0 SIZE 14 
" The Greatest Children's Store 
In Town" 
TOYS . CLOTHING 
STROLLERS. HIGHCHAIRS 
CARSEATS. PlAY YARDS 
CRIBS . CHESTS . MATIRESSES 
910 So . Ma in St. 780 Abrego 





200 CLOCK TOWER PlACE 
SUITE 20 I I BLDG. 0 
CARMEL CA 93923 
(408) 624-3740 
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NEW KIDS ON 
THE BLOCK 
by Sandy Falby 
A son, Christopher, born August 2, 1985, 8 Ibs. 1 oz. to Stephen 
and Sharon Luhrman. 
A daughter, Katheryne Elizabeth-Lee, born November 1, 1985, 8 
Ibs. 4 oz., to Becky and Roy Wood. 
A daughter, Katherine Eleanor, born November 5, 1985, 9 Ibs. 6 
oz., to Paul and Mary Donahue. 
A son, Kyle Robert, born November 6, 1985, 8 Ibs. 4 oz. , to Susan 
and Michael Farley. 
A son, Patrick Michael, born November 19, 1985, 8 Ibs. 8 oz., to 
Michael and Carol Stewart. 
A son, Daniel Paul , born November 19, 1985, 6 Ibs. 12 oz., to Dick 
and Anna Mary Toohey. 
A daughter, Kirsten Eja, born December 2, 1985, 8 Ibs. 11 oz. , to 
Gibson and Diane Kerr. 
Charmak and Chandler 
A Tradition oj Fin . Men 's C/otiring 
JANUARY 
CLEARANCE 
Save 20% or more on suits 
and sportcoats from Hart 
Schaffner and Marx, 
Kingsridge, Raquet , 
Halston, and Donald 
Brooks - Other savings in 
every department. 
454 ALVARADO , MONTEREY 375-4347 
OPEN MON .-SAT. 9 :00- 5:30 
M ASTERCARD, VISA ANO AMERICAN E X P RESS W ELCO M E 
FREE P AfU(ING IN Tt-iE R EAR 




The twelfth annual Art Show and Au-
ction by the Royal Art Gallery will be 
held on Saturday, March 8, 1985 at 
7:30 p.m. in the Barbara McNitt Ball-
room. A preview of the art is between 
6:00 and 7:30 p.m. It is important to 
arrive in time to look at the art collection 
prior to the show as it is difficult to do 
so during the auction itself. 
The Royal Art Gallery provides many 
beautiful pieces of art for the auction, 
including original lithographs, graph-
ics, watercolors, oils and etchings, 
signed and numbered by world re-
nowned artists. Door prizes will be 
awarded throughout the evening. 
OSWC profits from the auction ben-
efit various community and military or-
ganizations. If you have a favorite char-
ity or organization you would like to 
have considered, please ask the or-
ganization to send a written request to 
OSWC, SMC 2181 , prior to April 30th. 
Volunteers are needed to help sign 
people in at the door on March 8th. If 
you are interested in helping, please 
call Barbara Thornton at 373-7188 or 
Judy Callahan at 373-4401 . 
Plan to attend this year's Art Auction 
as it is an excellent opportunity to buy 
beautiful pieces of art at affordable 
prices, and have an enjoyable evening! 
Fluoride Festival 
February is National Dental Health 
Month and each year at NPS the Den-
tal Facility and OSWC co-sponsor a 
Fluoride Festival. This consists of a 
scan dental exam and fluoride treat-
ment. Monday, February 10, all day, 
has been set aside for this free and 
valuable service. This day is a holiday 
for La Mesa School children . Depend-
ents , ages 5-18, of all NPS and tenant 
command personnel are eligible to par-
ticipate. 
Three and four year olds may also 
participate if their parents feel they are 
mature enough to cooperate. It is not 
necessary to be a member of OSWC 
to participate and we encourage Inter-
national students to bring their child-
ren. The Festival is held at the NPS 
Dental Facil ity, 4th floor, Herrmann 
CO NVENIENCE! 
JUST ACROSS TH E STREET, 
FULL FINANCIAL SERVICE ! 
Visit our 900 Sloat Ave. branch for ... 
• Interest-earning check ing accounts 
• No service charge wi th directdeposit 
• Money Market Checking and Sav ing 
• Tax Sheltering - IRA 
• 24-Hour Automated Teller 
• Fast Drive-Thru Window 
• Notary Servi ce 
• Safe Deposit Boxes and more 
Oak Grove Office 
Hall. Appointments are necessary and 
can be made by call ing Lyn Mattson, 
373-2817, on February 3, 4, or 5 be-
tween 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Please have 
the following information ready when 
calling - child 's name, sponsor's name 
and last four dig its of SSN, and phone 
number. 
This service is performed mainly by 
OSWC volunteers. If you can help, 
either in the morning or the afternoon, 
please contact Lyn Mattson. We need 
volunteers to help in the clinic, to apply 
fluoride, and to care for those children 
whose mothers are volunteering at the 
clinic. Volunteers have first preference 
in making appointments for their child-
ren . If enough need is shown there will 
be baby-sitting provided. 
Rita Moffitt 





Open M-Th . 9:30-5, F: 9:30-6 
Phone 373-2612 
Monterey Savings, A Division of Coast Savings & Loan Association 
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MINI-CLASSES 
by Marilyn Grodek 
If you are interested in teaching a Belly Dancing - Paula Claussen (625-
course, contact Marilyn Grodek at 372- 3048). Have fun while keeping fit, this 
9031 . If you are interested in taking a exciting and fun dance will also tone 
course, call the instructors listed the body and provide excellent aerobic 
below. exercise. Costume class, folklore and 
NEW CLASSES "Arabian Nights" dance parties to be 
Introductory Horseback Riding (En- included. Class fee : $1 O/month or $25/ 
glish) - Jayne Davilli (373-7729) . 10 wk. semester. 
Learn the fundamentals of horseback 
riding at neighboring Cypress Stables CURRENT CLASSES 
(550 Aguajito Rd.) . Class to include 
basic care of horse & equipment, de-
velopment of position, balance, and 
control of the horse. It's surprisingly 
good exercise too!! Consists of 8 one-
hour lessons. Class Fee: $100. 
Polynesian Dance - Paula Claussen 
(625-3048). Learn the romantic 
Hawaiian hula of today, the ancient 
hula of old Hawaii and the vibrant 
dances of the Tahitian Isles. Will keep 
you supple and provide great aerobic 
exercises. Class fee : $10/month or 
$25/10 wk. semester. 
"The world is a country which 
nobody ever yet knew by descrip. 
lion; one must travel through ;( 
one's self 10 be acquainted wilh 
il . .. 
- Lord Chesterfield 
charters 
• airline tickets 




• car rentals 
Advanced Exercise Class - Lisa 
Hegland (375-5806). 
Beginning Calligraphy - Cathy 
Graham (373-7230). 
Beginner's Floor Exercise - Lisa 
Hegland (375-5806). 
Beginning Sewing - Virginia Sycuro 
(649-0530) . 
Beginning Stained Glass - "Sun 
Catchers" - Virginia Sycuro (649-
0530) . 
Children's Creative Dance - Terri 
Grimshaw (624-3799). 
Country Coverlets - Susan Dara-
bond (372-9238). 
Creative Inner Explorations - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Crochet - Robin Phares (375-7853). 
Drawing & Painting Techniques for 
the Emerging Artist - Don Mathews 
(373-7809). 
Early Parenting - Barbara Dickinson 
(375-2587). 
Exercise Class - Donna Staniec 
(373-6626). 
Hula/Polynesian Dancing - LaVerne 
Howard (373-5301). 
Improving Your Image Through 
Speech - Vicky Madigan (375-3762). 
Japanese Floral Art - Suzi Miller 
(372-4189). 
Jogging Clinic (Beginners) - Cheryl 
Sandvigen (372-6579). 
Needlepoint - Sally Dewey (624-
2250). 
Net Darning - Susan Darabond (372-
9238). 
Piano - Kazuko Mockel! (624-9596). 
Piano - Nathalie Plotkin (373-5671). 
Private Art Instruction - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Scherenschnitte (German Scissor 
Cutting) - Susan Darabond (372-
9238). 
Shape Your Size - Bonnie Himes 
(649-8886) . 
Smocking- Katie DuBois (375-8602). 
Stenciling - Vicky Fenton (649-4877). 
Suzuki Violin & Viola Lessons -
Mildred Kline (624-9541). 
Tennis Instruction - Karen Stewart 
(373-3437). 
The Joy Of Art For Beginners - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
The Joy Of Art Outside - Don 
Mathews (373-7809). 
Tole Painting - Selma Moskowitz 
(373-5064). 
Violin Lessons - Sally O'Dwyer (372-
5492). 
TUTORS 
Reading Tutoring - Gay O'Hara 
(375-9223). 
Tutor for the Learning Disabled -
Marion Wilson (373-3845). 
Tutoring - Jean Setzer (373-7840). 
Custom Framing & Art Supplies Chop Service 
6 
JoAnne Rockower box 1827 
(408) 375-7773 Monterey, CA 93942 
no service Charge to you 
We specialize in the framing of needlework 
Family Owned and Operated 
Debby Rich Bernice Harry 
307 Forest Ave· Pacific CA 93950 • 408/649-4674 
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FAREWELL MESSAGE 
This is the last article that we will 
submit to The Classmate since our 
term in oHice expires on January 17th. 
It's very hard to write this since there 
is much we would like to say and many 
impressions that crowd our memories 
about 1985. Our association with the 
International Committee (IC) was the 
highlight of last year and over-
shadowed any of our other achieve-
ments. To complicate things a bit, we 
realize that many of you are newcom-
ers and unfamiliar with our group, while 
others have been with us throughout 
our term inoHice. So, let us share some 
remembrances with you. 
The International Committee is an 
independent organization whose 
members are NPS International stu-
dents, their sponsors, members of the 
International Education Coordinator's 
oHice and their families. The IC began 
in 1963, as a sub-committee of the 
OSWC. It was managed and led by 
that organization until the growing 
numbers of International students, the 
scope of IC-Ied activities and its unique 
goals and responsibilities led to it strik-
ing out on its own in 1983. Since then, 
the IC has been establishing a place 
for itself in the context of social life at 
NPS. It has its own Student Council 
representatives, raises its own funds, 
has a formal liaison with the NPS ad-
ministration via the International Edu-
cation OHice, and cooperates with the 
OSWC in matters of mutual interest. It 
has no salaried employees; all are vol-
unteers. 
The IC is still very much in transition. 
Few firm traditions have been estab-
lished and budgeting has a certain air 
of creativity about it. The number of 
U.S. students who are sponsors has 
increased this year, but fewer Amer-
icans actively participate in the deci-
sion making of the IC, while the number 
of involved International students is ris-
ing. Records from past activities vary 
from explicit to nonexistent. Most of all, 
it is never, ever boring. If you're the 
kind of person who likes a notebook 
by Kenwyn and Jake SchaHner 
with checklists that tell you everything 
you have to do, this is not the organi-
zation for you. What the IC's final form 
will be is unclear. We're sure it will be 
unique. 
For the two of us, our association 
with the IC was like a year-long mar-
riage encounter session that stressed 
communication skills with the interna-
tional families, but most of all between 
the two of us. Since Jake had been 
underway so much, we had developed 
independent skills and interests which 
we never had the opportunity to mesh 
together. When we arrived in Mon-
terey, Kenwyn was pregnant, but in-
terested in utilizing her training in 
foreign languages. After 3'12 years as 
a steam engineer, Jake wanted to im-
merse himself in anything not subject 
to Propulsion Examining Board review. 
The IC provided us with a challenge 
and an opportunity to work closely with 
each other as we tackled the organiza-
tional, financial and social problems we 
encounterep. 
The IC has done quite a few things 
in the past year that had not been done 
before. A year ago, all IC activitie:; 
were conceived and organized by a 
bare handful of interested people. Dur-
ing 1985, the number of participating 
countries on the Executive Committee 
of the IC has risen from 5 to 1 D, the 
IC has started oHering Taekwondo 
classes, doubled its expenditures for 
family and children's functions, estab-
lished its Emergency Fund, formalized 
its relations with the OSWC, cele-
brated its existence with a wonderful 
International Day and Night festival, 
held an IC-Members Only Night at the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium and con-
tinued to recruit American families to 
sponsor International ones. 
We have received numerous per-
sonal benefits from our work with the 
IC. Kenwyn has kept her hand in her 
teaching field and eventually landed a 
job through contacts she developed 
through the IC. Future deployments 
will be diHerent for Jake since there 
are few countries where our ships call 
that he won't know someone through 
association with the International stu-
dents at NPS. The evening 
news has a diHerent meaning for us 
now as events around the world fre-
quently touch people we know directly 
. at NPS. Our 5-year-old son knows 
quite a bit about geography and he has 
enjoyed his chance to play with Inter-
national children . We have often found 
that one conversation , honestly and 
frankly held, can be more valuable than 
years of news magazine subscriptions 
or several NSA courses in obtaining a 
clearer picture of global events and the 
way the U.S. is viewed by others. 
We consider it a priviledge to have 
served as the U.S. Co-Chairmen of the 
IC. The International students at NPS 
are a very select group. They are 
knowledgeable and able ambassadors 
of their nations, who have shared their 
cultures during our associations with 
them. Our only regrets are that we 
didn't accomplish as much as we 
would have liked, and that we never 
solved our biggest problem : recruiting 
enough Americans to fill our organiza-
tion's need for sponsors and volun-
teers to fill positions on the Executive 
Committee. The IC always needs 
people with foreign language skills or 
organizational talent. If you are in-
terested, come and help. From past 
experience we can say that it will al-
ways look as if it takes too much time 
or is too hard until you get involved. 
In closing, we oHer thanks to the fol-
lowing people: Maria and Panos An-
dresakis, Olimpia and Claudio Caval-
canti , the Editors of The Classmate 
magazine, the OSWC Governing 
Board, Dr. Dick McGonigal , Dean and 
Mrs. Shrady and Mrs. Helen Egerton. 
Our special thanks goes to Cindy 
Graham of the IEC OHice, who works 
so hard and receives so little recogni-
tion for it. Finally, most of all, to all the 
sponsors. Sponsoring is what the IC is 
all about. 0 
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International Message 
Karachi, Pakistan, is home to L T 
Sarfraz Hussain, his wife Zakia, and 
their beautiful infant daughter, Maliha. 
L T Hussain is one of four Pakistani 
naval officers attending NPS. He and 
his wife have been in Monterey for ap-
proximately one year, a year high-
lighted four months ago by the birth of 
their first child. L T Hussain is studying 
electrical engineering, and, in addition 
to his status as a student at NPS, he 
is also one of two prayer leaders to the 
Muslim student body at NPS. 
How has Pakistan been affected by 
the Russian invasion of Afghanis-
tan? 
The biggest effect is that the Pakis-
tanis feel highly insecure. They have 
doubts about their survival. Strategi-
cally, Afghanistan is not that important. 
Pakistan and Iran are strategically im-
portant because they are close to the 
Strait of Hormuz, and the Strait of Hor-
muz is the gateway for the supply of 
oil to the west and to Japan. Pakistanis 
feel that the invasion of Afghanistan is 
the first step towards reaching the 
Strait of Hormuz and gaining control of 
that key position. 
S 
Diplomatic Dialogue 
by Sunny Evans 
Pakistanis feel that it is only a matter 
of time before they invade Pakistan or 
Iran. The Russians normally take 10 
to 12 years in invading one country 
after another. It is the resistance in Af-
ghanistan that has slightly slowed the 
Russians down. As soon as Russia 
has obtained a foothold in Afghanistan, 
either Iran or Pakistan will be next. Be-
sides that, the problem is that there 
are now about three million Afghan 
refugees in Pakistan. There is aid com-
ing in from the United Nations, the Red 
Cross, and some other sources. 
Have you spoken personally with 
any Afghan refugees and will you 
discuss what you have learned? 
Yes. Those who have come to 
Pakistan are against the Russians. My 
observations after speaking to them is 
that they are determined to push the 
Russians out of their country. They say 
that if they are not able to do it, the 
generations after them will do it. They 
are very proud in saying that. Afghanis-
tan was, I think, the only country in the 
region the British could not gain control 
over. The Afghanistans are good fight-
ers. The only handicap with them is 
that they are not familiar with modern 
warfare. With time, experience, and 
training, they might succeed. 
What is your past experience in the 
Navy? 
Basically, I am an electrical en-
gineer, and I have served onboard 
ships. My duties included the main-
tenance of electrical and electronic 
equipment onboard ships. Just before 
coming to NPS, I was an instructor at 
our Naval Academy, teaching electri-
cal engineering and electronics. I have 
served onboard destroyers and 
Chinese submarine chasers. 
Do you have any American ships in 
your Navy? 
Yes. We have six ex-Gearing class 
destroyers. 
Where have you been stationed? 
I was in Britain for one year and the 
remainder of the time in Karachi. 
Where did you get your information 
about NPS and Monterey before you 
arrived? 
I received information only from 
Pakistani students who were here. 
How did you become a prayer leader 
to the Muslim community at NPS? 
No one else was willing to lead the 
prayers, and a friend proposed that I 
do it. To lead the prayers, one must 
be chosen by the others to do so. He 
must not seek to do it on his own. 
Someone had to lead the prayers, so 
I agreed to do it. An Egyptian friend is 
also leading prayers. 
Do you have any formal religious 
training? 
No, I do not have any formal religious 
training. In Islam, everybody must be 
capable of leading the prayer. 
Where and when are the religious 
services held for the Muslim stu-
dents? 
They are held in the Catholic Chapel 
at NPS on Fridays. The afternoon ses-
sion is at 1 :00 p.m., and the evening 
session is at 7:00 p.m. About 40 to 50 
NPS NEWS . . .. NPS NEWS . .. . NPS NEWS . . .. NPS NEWS . ... NPS NEWS .. . . NPS NEWS 
students attend the afternoon session 
which is the main congregational 
prayer. The evening session is an edu-
cational type of session. We have re-
ligious lessons. The attendance at the 
evening session is usually less than 
that of the afternoon. 
What countries are represented by 
the Muslim students at NPS? 
The countries represented at NPS 
are Egypt. Saudi Arabia. Pakistan. In-
donesia. Turkey. and Morocco. 
Are the Islamic punishments for 
crime strictly adhered to in Pakis-
tan? 
In my country. the Islamic punish-
ments are not in practice one hundred 
percent. but. slowly and gradually. we 
are moving towards total Islamization 
of the society. In Islam. the punish-
ments are very severe. but the punish-
ments cannot be awarded unless the 
government creates an environment in 
which the people are not attracted to 
commit crimes to fulfill their needs. For 
example. if poverty or joblessness 
exists in the country and a person suf-
fering from it commits theft. then he is 
not to be amputated (the Islamic 
punishment for thieves). Besides that. 
a man cannot be punished unless 
three eyewitnesses are available; and. 
for some crimes such as murder. there 
is a provision to escape execution by 
paying the compensation asked for by 
the relatives of the person murdered. 
Also. if the affected party pardons the 
accused. the State does not have the 
right to continue the prosecution. 
Was your wife employed in Pakis-
tan? 
Yes. She was a statistical officer for 
the government. 
What does the average person in 
Pakistan believe life in the United 
States is like? 
The average person believes that 
life in the United States is full of luxuries 
and very charming. All the impressions 
they get about the United States are 
from American movies. They think the 
common man in the United States has 
a jet-set lifestyle. 
What types of American movies 
have been popular in Pakistan? 
About 15 to 20 years back. American 
war movies were very popular. Then. 
the movies showing the comforts of life 
and the jet set became popular. For 
some time. the James Bond movies 
were also popular. Dr. Zhivago was 
also a favorite. 
Is there anything in particular you 
would like known about Pakistan? 
Yes. In the United States. the prob-
lem of drugs is very common. The 
people are fighting against it. Pakistan 
is one of the countries where the drugs 
are produced. I would like the people 
of the United States to know that we 
are also the victims of this disease. 
Drug addiciton and abuse is a serious 
problem in our country. Besides caring 
for the addicts. we are doing our best 
to stop the production and trafficking 
of drugs. 0 
RELOCATING 
Call Toll Free 
1-800-334-0854 
X 83 1 
Mi"avi, h Falllil ) 
Multi-mill ion Dollar Producers 
Charlotte , Ron and Mary Kay - A retired mil itary family prov iding personal and 
professional guidance in relocating to the Wash, D:C. - Maryland - Vi rgi nia areas. 
Call or write fo r your FREE relocation pac kage . 
Long & Foster Realtors - P.O. Box 549 - Bowie, MD 207 15 
(800) 334-0854 Ext. 83 1 or (30 I) 72 1-2626 Coll ect 
m Nationwide Relocation Service 
... 
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by The Classmate Galloping Gourmet 
If you've enjoyed Vietnamese food 
in the past or are interested in another 
wonderfu l cu isine, do try the Viet Nam 
Restaurant on Del Monte and Broad· 
way in Seaside. Your whole family can 
eat royally at a price barely higher than 
fast food. The first time we were there 
the operation was so new the staff was 
still unpacking the glassware, but this 
did not keep them from providing a de· 
lightful welcome, wonderful service 
and a choice of dozens of items that 
were served in a flash . As relative new-
comers to Vietnamese food, we asked 
for recommendations and sat back to 
let the meal proceed. A wise choice. 
We started with soup, actually more 
like a dish of noodles, meat and vege-
tables in a rich broth. The two of us 
could have made a meal of this alone. 
The next course was called Viet-
namese style Chow Mein, a banquet of 
well seasoned shrimp and vegetables 
on crisp, fried noodles. Delightful! This 
was followed by pepper steak, slices 
of beef and an equal amount of sliced, 
hot peppers. Wonderful. HOT, too. The 
meal was rounded out with slices of 
fruit and a delicious, very different (very 
healthy, they tell us) herb tea. This hour 
of gluttony came to a whopping bill of 
less than $12 for two of us. See you 
there. 
For a fancier occasion try Creme 
Carmel on 7th and San Carlos, Car-
mel. Cindy Ling, hostess, and her hus-
band, the chef, will give you a royal 
welcome and a superb meal. One 
glance at the menu lets you know at 
once that this pair is ever trying for the 
very best in food preparation and pre-
sentation. Half of the menu stays the 
same all the time, the other half 
10 
changes to reflect the freshest avail-
able products and new and different 
entrees their customers might like to 
sample. We started our meal with a 
mussels appetizer. I'm glad we de-
cided to share, since this was a bigger-
than-a-meal size portion of mussels in 
garlic butter, cooked so perfectly we 
hardly had to chew these wonderful 
morsels. The second course was a de-
lightful salad. Fresh. Crisp. Perfectly 
spiced. For entrees we tried duck in 
huckleberry sauce and boneless, pate 
stuffed quail. Both of these were every 
Just A Short 
Walk From 
NPS 
bit as rich and decadent as they sound. 
They came with tasty wine sauces 
(each slightly different but an ideal 
complement to the meat) and creamy 
pate. Both are served with a selection 
of tender, crisp vegetables. We really 
didn't need anything else, but we pre-
dict you won't be able to resist the 
dessert menu either. Our selection was 
a pear tart, mildly spiced pears in a 
puff pastry shell with cream sauce. 
Much too filling , but otherwise a sweets 
lover's delight. Different as well. 
Good restauranting in 1986! D 
"A Menll that's Something 10 Crow About!" 
Try Our Luncheon Specialties! 
Scalood, sandwiches, salads. daily specials and morc ... 
priced right and served J 1:30 to 2:30 Monday thru Friday 
Dinner (Trv our fa mous Prime Ribs of Bcd!) from 5;00 to 10:30 
nightly (6 to 10 Sunday) 
Breakfast (Great Oml..-Ictt cs!) from 7:30 to 10:30 Even' Morning 
Private Dinm: r Part ies fur up to 30 !X'upk'! 
Cozy full bar/ cocktai lloungl..' wi th brick fin:placc. 
Casual Dining at Comfortable Prices! 
Ol'erlookhlg &uwifll /lAke EI 6terv 
S5 Camino Aguaj ito. Monlerc," 
For Reserva tions 375·5104 
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Stormy Weather house guest. One who likes to spout child abuse statistics and will give the 
children's grandmother a full report on 
the state of their home environment ... by Ann Malokas 
I'm ready to prioritize. Set priorities. 
Get mine straight. 
PRIORITY. The new nickel word of 
the 80's. 
It sounds to me like a truly noble 
goal for 1986, resolution-wise. 
But my first 44 attempts to work on 
this very thing have given me a 
headache (major migraine). 
The idea, as I understand it, is to 
cogitate on all such items as are impor-
tant in our lives. Then label, number, 
categorize, arrange and file the whole 
jumble in the loose-leaf organizers so 
many of us got for Christmas. 
Since we all put our families on top 
of the list, natch, it should be quite sim-
ple. 
Ha! 
Labels and lists are terrific for abso-
lutes and positively's, where black is 
black and white is white. Unfortunately, 
most of us moms live in a grey muddle 
of maybe's, probably's, usually's and I 
think so's. 
We aren't even talking about a single 
family. We each have the family we 
are currently rearing; the one we grew 
up in, the one we married into and all 
of those non-blood relations who have 
come to be family to us over the years. 
Who's on first? That depends. 
Our various branches of the family, 
for example, will forgive us a lapse in 
attention if we're in the middle of mak-
ing a daughter's recital dress, since 
they love us dearly and feel some con-
nection to said daughter and said 
dress. 
Rearrange the specifics a bit - a 
tragedy for Aunt Martha, a triumph for 
Cousin Sue - and all of a sudden we 
are ready to ignore recitals, school 
work, and sore throats and might even 
dip into a college fund or two as 
priorities play musical chairs with our 
time and attention. 
We don't have to look this far, how-
ever, for a colossal mish-mash in the 
big priority picture. We are living it on 
a daily basis. 
Take a familiar, homey scene. 
When the baby is screaming, it is 
often wise to pay attention to that child, 
pat the other children lovingly on the 
head, smile sweetly at the husband, 
ignore the toys on the floor and the 
dust on top of the refrigerator. 
The priorities are loud and clear. 
Aren't they? 
Then again, maybe the baby is just 
being a pill , and although the other 
children are quiet, you are definitely 
getting crisis vibes from one of them. 
New score: baby, free crying time; 
other child , quality time; third child , love 
pat; husband, smile; toys and re-
frigerator, zero action. 
Add an asthmatic condition in one 
of the children . .. 
Or a husband who has had a '&#!' 
day and is starving and has to be at a 
meeting in twenty mintues .. . 
Or a beloved, childless, six-foot tall 
Or ... 
In short, we have been taking the 
number of people in a family, adding 
the loving feelings, the responsibilities, 
the shoe sizes, the grades in school 
and the car pool stops, and multiplying 
it by the personal fo ibles, the separate 
interests, the baby food jars in every 
fifth shopping cart and the seconds in 
72 hours to come up with the average 
number of priorities we are juggling in 
any given 24-hour period. Get them 
straight? We can't even count them. 
To the other moms-in-crime out 
there with priorities twisted, shaken up, 
stomped on; may your 1986 be abso-
lutely, positively delightfu l. And may 
next year's buzzword be something 
we're good at - how about chocolatize, 
fantasize, critiCize, oversize, shop-
perize . .. 
Happy New Year! 0 
MAKE YOUR MOVE TO 
THE WASHINGTON, D.C . . 
AREA AN EASY ONE! 
Let my 12 years' real estate 
experience and many military 
moves WORK FOR YOU. 
For a package of personalized information, call me 
TOLL FREE at 800-344-7253 or mail the attatched 
information form to the address below. 
Name ____________________________________________ __ 
Address ____________________________________________ _ 
City ________________ State_____________ Zip ________ _ 
Phone Expected Date of Arrival _____________ _ 
5631G burke centre pkwy .• burke, virginia 22015 • phone: (703) 250-8500 
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by Vi rginia Sycuro 
When snowy New York winters 
would bring me inside, my mother and 
I would make rolled beads from colorful 
magazine pages. Now that the rainy 
Monterey weather has set in, perhaps 
your children would enjoy this easy 
craft project. Jesse and I will be making 
some to send to Grandmother this 
winter. 
Supplies 
Large, colorful magazine pages 
White glue, thinned with water to the 




Cut the magazine pages into large 
triangles, approximately 1" x 10" as il-
lustrated. The length of the bead will 
be determined by the short side of the 
triangle. The longer the triangle the fat-
ter the bead will be. Carefully coat one 
side of the triangle with glue and roll 
up onto a toothpick. Slide the bead off 
the toothpick carefully and allow to dry. 
The beads may be painted, but if bright 
magazine pages were used, the beads 
will look nice just as they are. String 
onto yarn or heavy cord . 
ST. TIMOTHY LUTHERAN CHURCH 
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Worship 10:30 a.m. . a.m. . Care Provided 
52 Soledad Dr . • Monterey . 1'h Blocks West of Munras 
33 Park Ave. 
Monterey, Calif. 
CHIROPRACTIC - THE DRUG LESS & 
NON-SURGICAL TREATMENT OFTEN 
RESTORES HEALTH EVEN AFTER OTHER 
METHODS FAIL . .. 
DR. FAVALORA IS OFFERING A FREE EXAM 
WITH THIS AD. 
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT (408 ) 372-2863 
Mother's Beads 
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Children's Corner 
by Joyce Mansell Glover 
Halley's Comet 
The word Halley rhymes with valley. 
Halley's Comet was named after Sir 
Edmund Halley. He was not the first 
man to see the comet but was the first 
man to say that Halley's Comet orbits 
the sun, like other planets in our solar 
system, and would orbit the sun every 
76 years . 
rind !-I a If ey/~ Orbit 
Halley's Comet has probably been 
orbiting our sun for 3,000 years and 
may continue for another 3,000 years 
or longer. 
The head, or core, of a comet is 
made of ice and gases and is often 
called a "dirty snowball." As the comet 
nears the sun, some of the ice is blown 
away by the sun. This is what makes 
the comet look like it has a tail. The 
force of the sun's energy, called "solar 
wind," pushes the "tail" away so that 
the comet's head is facing the sun as 
it makes its turn around the sun. Each 
time the comet passes the sun, it will 
get a little smaller and dimmer. Even-
tually, the comet itself may disappear 
but the ice and gases that have been 
blown away by the sun will always stay 
in our solar system. 
Scientists believe that a comet forms 
in outer space by ice particles bumping 
into each other. Eventually, the mass 
grows large, and as it passes a star or 
a solar system, such as ours, a planet 
with the highest gravitational pull (Jup-
iter) will draw the mass. When the 
mass is "caught", it will then orbit the 
sun and become a comet. 
There are many other comets in our 
solar system but Halley's Comet is the 
most famous. 
The best place to see Halley's 
Comet is on a dark mountaintop. It 
must be dark, and you should wait 
half an hour for your eyes to become 
adjusted to the dark. Then with a tele-
scope or binoculars, look west and low 
in the sky. It will be under a constella-
tion called Pegasus. After the comet 
goes around the sun, you can see it 
again in March and April. You may still 
need a pair of binoculars but you will 
have to get up very early in the morning 
(at 4:00 a.m.). This time look south, 
then a little to the east. Now it will be 
under the constellation Scorpius and 
still very low in the sky. 
Remember, Halley's Come I is over 
thirty million miles away. Still, the 
reason it will look so dim to us is be-
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
350 Del Monte Shopping Center 
Next to McDonald's 373-2828 
We Carry Widths to Fit 
The Very Narrow and Very Wide 




With This Ad 
Be Sure To Bring This Ad 
10% Off To Ct.ssm.te Reeders 
STRIDE RITE LAZY BONES 
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cause it will be so low in our sky. Other 
parts of the world will see it better, par-
ti cuary south of the equator. 
NOTE: The primary source of refer-
ence was Comets, by Franklyn M. 
Branley. 
A quality academic program 
with Individualized Instruction, 
Curriculum Includes: 
Music Math 
Art Pr.RNdlng & ANding 
Phonic. _ Com.,.,.... 
And Much Morel 
Full and PI.Hlme Seukma 
For More Infot"fn8tlon C.II 
375-9743 
1231 Seventh St., Monterey 
(A Block from Poet at ........ School) 
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LaMesa Women's Bible Studies 
January is an exciting month for La 
Mesa Women's Bible Studies. This 
month we will be beginning our winter 
quarter Bible studies. Topics being of-
fered this quarter include: 
1. "Deepening Obedience: Studies 
on Jonah and Jude - Leader: Patty 
Dorn 
2. "A Mother's Heart: A Study on 
Christian Motherhood" - Leader: Marie 
Bard 
3 . "Faith in Action : A Study on 
James" - Leader: Linda Foster 
4. "Fragrance of Beauty for the Mil-
itary Wife" - Leader: Debbie 'O'Brien 
5. "A Study on the Book of Daniel" 
- Leader: Cindy Cupp 
14 
Inspirational Valentines and 
Gifts Available 
A Chrl~lIan Shop w ith a non· 
denommatlonal theme! Bibles, GiftS, 
Books . Cards and Notes fo r all occasIons. 
Also a fine collecllon of contemporary 
Jewelry by James Avery Craf!sman, Inc. 
Preview Records and Casselles in our 
lis tem ng cen ter. 
VI!!.I! our 
" Children 's and You th Corner" 
Gill Cerlifiules AW'~il~ble 
KINGDOM COME 
26386 Carmel R.lOcho lane, Carmel 
Phone 624-12')0 
9 .30105 :30 Mon . Ihru Sat. 
by Kim Stewart 
6. "A Woman's Workshop Study on 
the Beatitudes: The Marks of a Chris-
tian" - Leader : Kim Stewart 
7. "Lord of My Rocking Boat" -
Leader : Kathi Maggard 
8. "Christian Homemaking" 
Leader: Cheri Nylen 
We will be meeting every Thursday 
morning beginning January 16. We 
meet from 9:45 to 11 :15 in various 
homes in La Mesa. Child care is avail-
able (also in homes in La Mesa). Each 
morning is a refreshing and exciting 
time as women share in prayer, Bible 
study, and fellowship . 
La Mesa Women's Bible Studies are 
interdenominational and open to all 
women of the Naval Postgraduate 
School community. Our purpose is to 
encourage women in spiritual growth 
and commitment by offering Bible 
studies relevant to their needs. The 
leaders are women from our own com-
munity. One of the greatest benefits is 
fellowship with other women who are 
experiencing the joys and trials of mil-
itary and "school" life. Together we 
learn to let God have total control of 
every aspect of our lives. 
If you have never been a part of our 
studies, now is a wonderful time to join 
us. For information and to register for 
a study, call Cookie Sanders at 373-
4956. 
MONTEREY'S RELAXING MOTEL 








FREE C OFFEE 
FIREPLACES 
TWO BLOCKS FROM POSTGRADUA TE SC H OOL 
1111 10th 51. • Off Hwy 1 • Monterey, CA 93940 
Military Discounts 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
./'h. "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
715 Foam St. 
373-0482 Monterey 
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Gourmet Gala- Monterey Sheraton. (408) 675-2481 . 
AT&T Pebble Beach National Pro-Am Champion· 
ship. Pebble Beach. (408) 649-1533. 
: If you have a Christmas check burn· 
: ing in your pocketbook, what better 





of original art from the Eagle's Eye Gal-
lery? Whether it's an oil painting, 
watercolor, etching or small piece of 
sculpture, it's bound to become a 
longtime treasure, and you'll find prices 
very gentle. A dozen or so military 
wives continually show their work here, 




Train Enthusiast Show • 
• Gallery hours are 11 :30-3:00, Monday 
• 
• 
: Roaring Camp Rail Fan Festivai -
: Rare antique model trains will be 
• exhibited and operated inside an 
: 1880s general store at the Roaring 
: through Friday. Located at the end of 
the hall facing the big bulletin board, 
basement of Herrmann Hall. 
• 
"double head" (operate in tandem) on. 
the Roaring Camp & Big Trees Rail- : 
road, carrying passengers to Bear : 
• Camp Rail Fan Festival on the 
Washington's Birthday weekend, Feb-
ruary 15, 16 and 17, 1986 in Felton, 
Santa Cruz County, Calif. Every gauge 
of toy train from miniature to LGB will 
be on display and operated, and a 
model railroad swap, open to the pub-
• lic, will be held. Two full-scale antique 
: steam engines, a 37 -ton Heisler 
• locomotive (circa 1899) and a 42-ton 
: Shay locomotive (circa 1912), will 
• 
Mountain. • 
Tours of the Roaring Camp Engine : 
House are free with presentation of a : 
passenger ticket from either the Roar- : 
ing Camp & Big Trees Narrow·Gauge • 
Railroad or the Santa Cruz, Big Trees : 
& Pacific Railway. There is no admis- : 
sion charge, but excursions on these : 
railroads cost $8.75 (adult) and $5.75 • 
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ST. JAMES EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
SU NDAYS 8 AND 10 A.M. EUC HARIST. 
CHILD CARE : AD ULT C LASS ES 
FRANKLI N AND HIGH STR EETS. MONTE REY 
(CLOS E TO N PS A 0 LA MESA) 
375-8476 WE INVITE YOU TO WO RSHIP WITH USI 
WhaLe WatcFt.il19 
January and February 
is whafe-watc.hiT19 time 
in Monterey! 
We guarantee wfia.fes 
SAM'S FISHING FL££T INC. 
372-0577 
WaRday Group & Schoof Rnte5 AVIlifalift 
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Real Estate Insider 
Entitlement for a VA Home Loan Often Misunderstood 
by C.B. Arnett 
One of the least understood benefits 
available to active military personnel 
and veterans is the VA guaranteed 
loan. 
In most cases the Veterans Admin-
istration does not make a direct loan 
to the veteran. Instead, a mortgage 
company or bank will make the loan 
and the VA simply guarantees that 
generally no loss will occur if payments 
are not made and foreclosure takes 
place. 
To be eligible for this guarantee, an 
individual must have 181 days of unin-
terrupted active duty service. For those 
who entered the armed service prior 
to September 7, 1980 that is the only 
requirement. However, for those that 
entered after that date, this benefit is 
lost if separation occurs prior to the 
completion of two years continuous 
service. There are exceptions having 
to do with shorter enlistments and early 
discharge for the convenience of the 
government or service connected dis-
abilities. If a person on active duty ob-
tains a V A guaranteed loan after the 
181 days and then separates prior to 
the required period, the loan in place 
will not be affected, but no future enti-
tlement will be granted. 
A Certificate of Eligibility may be ob-
tained by completing the appropriate 
application (Request for Certificate of 
Eligibility-00-1880) and submitting it to 
any VA office. Verification of your 
status must accompany the applica-
tion. For those on active duty, a state-
ment of service from your command 
showing dates of service is required 
plus a copy of your latest 00-214 if 
you have had a break in service. For 
those no longer on active duty, a copy 
of your last 00-214 is sufficient. 
Under the current program one may 
purchase a home with no down pay-
ment up to $110,000. However, the 
process of borrowing the money is no 
16 
different than any other borrowing -
you must be financially able to make 
the payments. The VA will set the 
maximum loan available to each vete-
ran on an individual basis. 
Veterans may use the program over 
and over again as many times as they 
wish providing that the previous house 
is sold and the loan is paid off. If the 
loan is assumed by another qualified 
veteran with a substitution of his or her 
VA eligibility the full benefit is also re-
stored. Husbands and wives who are 
both veterans are each entitled indi-
vidually, so if one home is purchased 
using one of the eligibilities a second 
home may be purchased late, using 
the other eligibility. 
From time to time Congress also in-
creases the entitlement which is cur-
rently $27,500. The maximum no-
down loan has always been four times 
the entitlement, thus the current 
$110,000 maximum. In this case, vet-
erans may use the added entitlement 
to purchase another home without a 
full re-instatement. The amount of no-
down would be four times the new en-
titlement. 
For example: a veteran purchased 
a home when the entitlement was 
$12,500 (maximum loan $50,000). 
Since the current entitlement is 
$27,500 (maximum loan $110,000), 
the veteran now has $15,000 unused 
entitlement and is eligible for $60,000 
Jerry McDonald 
Furniture Restoration 
Refinishing & Repairing 
• Antique' & • Modern • 
Furniture 
Military Claims 




TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIRS 
Free Pick-up & Deliverey 375-4894 
Bay Pet Hospital 
2201 Fremont Blvd. 
Monterey, California 
375-2436 
Marina Pet Hospital 
Office Hours 
Weekdays 8-5:30 
Saturday 8-12 By Appointment 
358 Reservation Road 
Marina, California 
384-6055 




• ••• FEATURES .••• FEATURES •••• 
no-down VA loan. The entire purchase 
price above this $60,000 requires a 
25% down payment (i.e., $80,000 
home - $5,000 down, $75,000 loan ; 
$t 00,000 home - $10,000 down, 
$90,000 loan). 
. Because of the expense involved in 
the administration of the program there 
is a charge of 1 % of the loan amount 
to the veteran buyer. This fee is not 
collected until final settlement and may 
be added to the mortgage loan. Most 
buyers select the financing option 
since it reduces their cash outlay and 
only increases the mortgage payment 
by a very few dollars. The VA funding 
fee is scheduled to increase to 2% of 
the loan on October 1, 1985. 
This first series of articles will cover 
all aspects of VA home loans. Next 
issue: How A Veteran Qualifies For A 
VA Home Loan. 
Note: If you have questions about 
your personal real estate problems 
write to Real Estate Insider % The 
Classmate. We will answer as many 
questions as possible in this column. 
Articles for Classmate should be 
neatly typed and double-spaced. 
They should be turned in by the first 
day of the month preceding the 
month the article is to be printed. 
March & April 
Welcome Aboard 
May 
Travel - Experiences & Guide To 
Local Interests 
June 
Fitness, Fun, Frivolity 
Your Independenllravel 
agent serves you best 
MONTEREY. CALIF. 93940 
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS 
& INFORMATION 
649-4292 From Salinas 757-1187 
A Cla,.mate advertiser lor 20 year •. 
EXPERT INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
Deluxe Service by Appo intment Only 
Reasonable Rates 
Col. H. F . (Hal) Adkins (Ret. ) 
H. & J. TAX SERVICE 
400 Camino Aguajito, Monterey, CA 93940 
1649-8250 1 
We know the Service Family's tax problems. 
Years of successfully assisting Classmate readers. 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
CHRISTOPHER L. PALMA, D.D.S 
ORTHODONTICS 
335 Eldorado Street 
Monterey , California 93940 
Phone (408) 373-8484 
26535 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
Suite 5-C 
Carmel, California 93923 
Phone (408) 624-4 100 
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RELOCATING? 
Washington, D.C., Virginia, Maryland, 
Norfolk/Virginia Beach 
COME TO AN OPEN HOUSE 
FREE INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION 
and 
RELOCATION PACKET 
We'll have information on : Housing and Relocation . Financing and Qualifying . Schools and Community. Transportation 
COMING JANUARY 17th, 18th, 19th 1986 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Hilton Inn, 1000 Aquajito Road, Monterey 
Peninsula Room 
ELLEN CLEVELAND CHARLOTTE M ISCAVICH LINDA FOX-JARVIS 
Virginia Maryland 
LONG & FOSTER REAL TORS LONG & FOSTER REALTORS 
(703) 451-9400 (301) 721-2626 
Toll-free Number Toll-free Number 
1-800-525-8910 1-800-334-0854 
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Favorite Recipes 
Stuffed Mushroom Caps 
Mary Mansell 
This is one of those '''Till it looks 
right' recipes, which is the way my 
mother cooks. She had rave reviews 
from her party guests so I prepared 
this recipe for a party at my home about 
five years ago. Recently, a friend who 
attended that party commented on 
"that delicious mushroom hors 




Bulk sausage (1 lb.) 
Onion (minced) 
Mashed potatoes (instant is fine) 
Butter or margarine 
Break stems from mushroom caps, 
place in salt water to wash, then drain 
well. Saute sausage with onion ; mash 
with fork and drain off grease. Add 
mashed potatoes (to blend and hold 
mixture together) . Fill caps with sau-
sage mixture and place on cookie tray. 
Put a pat of butter on each cap and 
broil 'till brown and tender. (You can 
mince the mushroom stems and saute 




This recipe will be one people will 
ask for whenever you serve it. My hus-
band's ex-Commanding Officer's wife, 
Mary Seymour, passed the recipe on 
to me. 
1 14 oz. can artichoke hearts (not 
marinated) 
1 4 oz. can diced green Chilies 
1 c. mayonnaise (not Miracle Whip) 
1 c_ Parmesan cheese 
Cut artichoke hearts into small 
pieces. Mix all ingredients together. 
Bake in 350' oven until brown and bub-




When Beryl's husband was a C3 stu-
dent at NPS, there was never a section 
party without Beryl's cucumber 
sandwiches. Cucumber sanwiches? 
Wait. These are different. I've never 
met anyone who wasn't crazy about 
these. They're ideal for any occasion 
when you need a good munchy or as 
Dr. Charles R. Unkenbach, D.D.S. 
General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass St. 
Suite C·1 372·8011 
a light lunch with soup or salad. 
Mix 1, a-oz. package of cream 
cheese (softened) with 1 package of 
Good Seasons powdered Italian 
salad dressing mix. Thin with milk 
or mayonnaise to spreading consis-
tency. Spread on party rye bread 
slices_ Top with thin cucumber 
slices. Sprinkle with dry dill weed_ 
This mixture spreads approximately 
2 loaves of party rye bread and uses 
two medium cucumbers. 
The Most Tasteful 
Hostess Gift To Give 
Unique and elegantly fi lled 
baskets for picnics or gifts 
• Local wines · Imponed cheeses • 
Salamis · Smoked oysters · Fresb 
baked bread· Fresh fruits in season 
Free delivery 10 your room or home 
373-3623 
Pacific Grove Plaza 
620 Lighthouse Ave . Pacific Grove 
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1 12 oz. can pink lemonade 
concentrate 
1 46 oz. can pineapple juice 
1 46 oz. can Hawaiian Punch 
1 28 oz. bottle ginger ale 
1 6 oz. can thawed orange juice 
concentrate 
1'12 cups sugar diluted in % c. water 
2 packages Tropical Punch 
Kool·Ald 
1 ice ring 
Ice Ring 
1 pkg. Tropical Punch Kool-Aid 
1 jar maraschino cherries 
1 small can crushed pineapple 
1'12 cups of water 
Freeze ring for 24 hours. 
Then pour all the above ingredients 
that have been chilled overnight over 
the ice ring . (You may want to buy dou-





2 32 oz. jars of cranberry juice 
1 bottle of your favorite champagne 
Mix together, using same ratio to in-
crease or decrease the amount. Gar-
nish with floating fruit such as orange 
slices or crushed cranberries, or float 
an ice ring with fruit in it on top. 
Julie's 
Curried Rice Salad 
Ann Malokas 
Julie's Curried Rice Salad often 
made an appearance at Gillespie Lane 
potlucks and picnics, and it disap-
peared in a flash. Julie shared her 
recipe before she left, and I plan to 
carry on her tradition. 
1 package chicken flavored rice 
with vermicelli 
4 green onions 
'12 green pepper, diced 
1 12-13 oz. jar marinated artichoke 
hearts 
3/4 tsp. curry powder 
'fa c. mayonnaise 
Cook rice as directed on box but use 
slightly less water. Mix rice with onion 
and green pepper. Drain artichokes, 
reserving marinade. Cut artichoke 
hearts in half and toss with rice. Mix 
marinade with mayonnaise and curry 
powder. Spoon over rice and toss. Re-
frigerate. 
This is a very versatile recipe. It is 
good for potlucks and picnics as men-
tioned. It is also ideal when you're hav-
ing house guests. It can be made 
ahead and served with chicken, fish or 
lamb, and the leftover salad is a great 
side dish for the sandwiches you will 
probably need to serve in the days fol-
lowing. On other occasions I some-
times add cooked chicken or shrimp to 
make a hearty main dish. 
Pistachio Salad 
Debbie Schlechte 
1 3'12 oz. box Jello pistachio instant 
pudding 
1 large container Cool Whip 
1 small can Dole crushed pineapple 
829 BROADWAY, SEASIDE. 394-6301 
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It PAYS 
to visit a 
'amity store 
MONTEREY ST., SALINAS. 422-6833 
YOU CAN 
have solid wood 
and save $ 
Specializing in oak and other hardwoods. ;:;;:::~ r-s="12~~~~~ 
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1 c. miniature marshmallows 
'12 c. chopped pecans or walnuts 
% c. flaked coconut 
Mix pudding and crushed pineapple 
logether. Beat in Cool Whip. Add 
marshmallows, coconut, and nuts (by 
hand). Pour in bowl, chillI hour. May 
garnish with cherries or extra nuts. 





I have a whole cookbook devoted to 
Jello recipes, but every time I think of 
a Jello/fruit salad I always go back to 
my favorite (and everyone else's), a 
cranberry combination from my Aunt 
Kay. 
1 3·oz. package of raspberry Jello 
Salads 
1 can cranberry jelly (plain or whole 
berry, I prefer the plain) 
1 small can pineapple chunks, 
drained 
1 medium apple, pared and cut 
into chunks 
1 orange, peeled and diced 
Chopped pecans 
Dissolve Jello in 1 cup boiling water. 
Add cranberry jelly. Chill until thick. 
Add remaining ingredients. Chill until 
set. Exact amounts aren't vital here. If 
you 're crazy about pineapple or the 
other fruits and nuts, go for it. This also 
stretches it to feed more than its usual 
six servings. 
Barbara's Tomato Mold 
Ann Malokas 
Barbara often brings her tomato 
mold to parties at our house - because 
I always ask her to. It makes a dandy 
munchy when served with crackers 
and a delightfully rich salad to jazz up 
a cold cuts and potato salad type meal. 
Heat in a sauce pan: 
1 can tomato soup 
1 3·oz. package lemon Jello 
Add 6 oz. cream cheese and mix 
until smooth. 
Add: 
'12 c. mayonnaise 
1 4·oz. can chopped pimentoes 
1 bunch chopped green onions 
1 chopped green pepper 
Mix together. Put in mold. Chill. 




Coming Jan. 17, 18, 19 
HILTON INN, MONTEREY 
373-6141 
The Peninsula Room 
USA Relocation Specialists 
Million Dollar Sales Associate For Personal Appointme'nt and 
Free Relocation Package 
4480 Holland Office Park 
Virginia Beach , Virginia 23452 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-368-3622 
IN VIRGINIA CALL (804) 499·5911 
Serving the Naval Postgraduate School Since 1977 
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Chicken Crescents 
Su Cox 
You 've heard the true cooking con-
fessions of every new bride, from not 
being able to boil an egg to burning 
water. I confessed at the first signs of 
seriousness to my then fiance, now 
husband, that I could only type 60 
wpm, wash cars, and mow grass. I also 
stressed that I was raised in an office, 
not in the kitchen! He wasn't totally 
convinced and encouraged me with 
the following, "If you can read, you can 
cook!" With those inspiring words, I 
began a search for "easy recipes" and 
successfully prepared Chicken Cres-
cents as our first meal. 
Serves: 4 
Blend 3 oz, softened cream 
cheese, 2 Tbsp. melted margarine, 
% tsp. salt, '10 tsp. pepper and 2 
Tbsp. milk (chicken broth may be 
used instead of milk). Mix well. Add 2 
c. cooked, cubed chicken. Blend. 
Separate 1 can Crescent Dinner 
Rolls into 4 rectangles. Seal perfora-
tions. Spoon '/. mixture onto center of 
each rectangle. Pull 4 corners of dough 
to center. Seal. Brush tops with extra 
melted butter. Bake on ungreased 
cookie sheet for 20-25 minutes at 350°. 
Chicken Pot Pie 
Debbie Schlechte 
3 cooked and deboned chicken 
breasts 
1 pkg. China Mix veggies 
(Microwave 12 minutes, with 
% c. water) 
Soup Mixture: 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
1 can cream of celery soup 
2 Tbsp. soy sauce 
1 tsp. garlic powder 
1 tsp. black pepper 
1 tsp. parsley flakes 
1 c. milk 
Grease 9" x 13" pan. In separate 
container prepare soup mixture. Tear 
Main Dishes 
up chicken and place in bottom of 
greased pan. Pour soup mixture over 
chicken. Make your own crust to cover 
it, or take approx. % c. Bisquick and 
'/2 c. water. Stir together and pour over 
soup mixture. Dot with butter. Bake at 
375° for 45 minutes. (For variety in veg-
gies, substitute broccoli , peas & car-
rots, or mixed vegetables.) 
Southern-Style Pot Roast 
Debbie Schlechte 
1 Tbsp, meat tenderizer 
1 Tbsp. minced garlic 
1 tsp. salt 
1 tsp. black pepper 
3 lb. beef (loin) pot roast 
1 Tbsp. shortening 
2% c. water 
3 bay leaves 
2 Tbsp, Worcestershire Sauce 
1 Tbsp. parsley flakes 
1 Tbsp. beef bouillon 
2 Tbsp. flour 
'12 tsp. salt 
% c. vinegar 
Mix flour, salt and pepper; coat meat 
with flour mixture and meat tenderizer. 
Melt shortening in large Dutch oven; 
brown meat. Add other ingredients and 
cook in 350° oven for 3 hours. 
After 2 hours, add 4 peeled and 
sliced potatoes, 5 peeled and sliced 
carrots, and 3 peeled and sliced on-
ions. Serve with hot rolls or cornbread. 
Yummy! 
.1 "s 
e\ltJ RESTAURANT 1/~" MEXI~!!,:~~!~~S 
CASA FUENTE BLDG. 
435 PIERCE ST. 
MONTEREY 
• COMBINATION DINNERS 
• TAMALES • TACOS 
• CHILI RELLENOS 
• ENCHILADAS 
• WINES & BEER 
OPEN DAilY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI·SAT 11 AM·10 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
SEMI - _AU ._ AVlIUIlf 
I ~ BlOCX FROM 
MONl[REY ~FERENCE CENTER 
PACIf IC 
z: I-_L.... __ _ 
~ H~ PIERCE 
z P"RI( IN G IN 
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Ellen's 
Chicken it l'Orange 
Ann Malokas 
When my sister Ellen and I were on 
one of our weight loss schemes, she 
dreamed up this chicken recipe that 
has become a favorite with my whole 
family, even when we're not counting 
calories. This is an elegant entree that 
can be whipped up in a half hour if you 
have a package of boneless chicken 
breasts in the freezer. Good for unex-
pected company or after a day of es-
corting house guests around Mon-
terey. 
8-10 oz_ skinned, boneless chicken 
breasts 
'14 c. finely chopped onions 
2 Tbsp. soy sauce 
8 oz. orange juice 
Orange rind 
1 Tbsp. white wine 
2 tsp. cornstarch dissolved in 
2 Tbsp. water 
2 tsp. oil (this is plenty if using a 
nonstick frying pan) 
Brown chicken in oil. Mix next five 
ingredients. Add to chicken. Simmer 
30 minutes. Remove chicken to a 




warmed platter. Add cornstarch and 
water to orange sauce. Simmer until it 
thickens. Pour over chicken. Enjoy as 
you feel the very pounds leaving your 
hips. 
If you are a member of Weight 
Watchers, this recipe makes two serv-





1 optional , 10-calorie exchange 
3-4 proteins 
Layered Tortilla Pie 
Lisa Brown 
1 lb. ground beef 
1 med. onion, chopped 
1 clove garlic, minced 
1 Tbsp. butter or margarine 
1 (8 oz.) can tomato sauce 
1 (2'14 oz.) can sliced ripe olives, 
drained 
1 Tbsp. chili powder 
1 tsp. salt 
'14 tsp. pepper 
6 corn tortillas, buttered 
2 c. shredded longhorn cheddar 
cheese 
'h c. water 
Brown beef, onion and garlic in but-
ter. Drain. 
Add tomato sauce, olives, chili pow-
der, salt and pepper. 
In a round 2 quart casserole dish, 
alternate layers of tortillas, meat sauce 
and 1';' c. cheese. Sprinkle remaining 
'/2 c. cheese over top. Pour water at 
edge of casserole into bottom. Cover 
and bake at 400· for 25 minutes. Un-
cover and let stand 5 minutes before 
cutting in wedges. 
Easy Chicken and Rice 
by Judy Scalzitti 
1 cut-up fryer 
Salt and pepper 
1 c. rice 
3 c. chicken bouillon 
Spray casserole dish with nonstick 
spray. Place chicken in dish skin side 
down. Bake at 400· for 25 minutes. 
Remove chicken and pour in rice. Re-
place chicken skin side up and pour 
bouillon over all. Bake at 400® for 45 
minutes. 
11touUuf to ?tottjolh -
Va. ~ - flUlt{ltlJn - ?Uwpottt IJUwdt? 
Nationally Recognized Speaker & Writer 
on Real Estate Financing, C.B. Arnett 
REAL ESTATE FINANCING 
• 1986 HOME MORTGAGE PROGRAMS 
• WHAT WANS ARE BEST FOR YOU 
• THE HOME BUYING PROCESS 
• HOW A HOME SECURES YOUR FUTURE 
Fri. Jan. 17 
5:30pm 
Sat. Jan. 18 
10:30 am 
Sat. Jan. 18 
2:30pm 
Sun. Jan . 19 
2:30pm 
C\1.1. • I - HOO - 1:;7 - 000 I 
fn.Jan 17 1·7 pm 
OPEN HOUSE • DISCUSS YOUR 
HOUSING NEEDS WITH PAT 
Sal. jan. 18 IOam·5pm Sun. Jan. 19 · 1·5pm 
CAPTAIN'S TA8LE ROOM' HOLIDAY I"'" !\1Oi'iTEREY • 261111 S" IH ,~" 11K. 
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Mom's Chicken Divan 
Betty Stevens 
4 chicken breasts, stewed with 
celery leaves and onion 
2 pkg. frozen buttered broccoli 
2 cans cream of chicken soup 
1 c. mayonnaise 
Juice of '12 lemon 
'h tsp. curry powder 
'h c. corn flake crumbs or browned, 
buttered bread crumbs 
8 oz. sharp cheddar cheese, grated 
Serves 6-8. 
Cook chicken in seasoned water. 
Remove chicken Irom bones and cut 
into large cubes. Cook broccoli as 
package directs. Mix together mayon-
naise, soup, lemon juice, and curry 
powder. Spread broccoli in bottom of 
9" x 13" baking dish. Add chicken, then 





DESERVE THE 'BEST 
PUre Butter • Pure Maple Syrup • Pure 
Whipping Cream • Fresh Squeezed 
Orange Juice • Thlck·Sllced Bacon • 
Extra Large Carmel Valley Eggs · Fresh 
Fruits one Vegetables ' Herb Tea (Hot 
&. Iced) • Coffee Groune On Site 
We cook from scratch. All Items made 
to order u~ng the finest Ingredients 
O\IOilabie. Hearty specialty breakfasts. 
Homemade soups. Fresh fruit & vege-
table plaffers. Salads &. gourmet sane-
wiehes. Mom's homemade dessert of 
the day. Enjoy our quolnt Cormel atmo-
sphere. Bon oppetit from Rear Admiral. 
USN Ret. &. Mrs. Jce Frick &. Family. 
Open Doily 7-3 pm 
Mission blwn. 5th & 6th' Carmel 
(408) 624-1922 
Main Dishes 




% c. raw cashews 
8 oz. fresh mushrooms, sliced 
3 scallions, cut into pieces, 
including some green 
1 large green pepper, diced large 
2 cloves garlic, chopped 
3 whole chicken breasts, (boned, 
skinned, cut into 1" pieces) 
1 egg white, slightly whipped 
Sauce: Stir together 
% c. chicken broth 
% c. soy sauce 
1 Tbsp. sugar 
2 Tbsp. corn starch 
Stir chicken pieces into egg white 
and set aside while chopping vegeta-
bles. Saute the cashews until golden 
brown in 1 Tbsp. hot oil , remove and 
set aside. Add: 2 Tbsp. oil to wok - stir 
fry chicken until opaque (turns white) 
and set aside. Stir vegetables into hot 
oil. Stir fry 2-3 minutes. Add chicken 
and sauce and cook until sauce thick-




This is a wonderful brunch recipe to 
serve Easter morning or for any 
brunch! May be made the day before, 
and cooked when needed. 
Mix: 
1 can cream of mushroom soup 
'h c. mayonnaise 
'h c. milk 
% c. chives 
% c. green pepper, chopped 
NEW LOW RENTAL RATES 
Largest Selection On 













Open 7 Days: 
Mon.-Sat. 11-8; Sun. Noon-6 
724 Abrego St. 
(in Cypress Plaza, Across from Denny's) 
Monterey· 373·2626 
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6-8 hard boiled eggs, sliced 
12-14 slices cooked, crumbled 
bacon 
Place in greased baking pan. Top 
with 6-8 additional slices cooked, 
crumbled bacon. Bake at 350' for 30 
minutes. Serve over toasted English 




Spinach happens to be a favorite of 
mine, but even reluctant spinach eat-
ers usually put away a great deal of 
Anne's Spinach Casserole. It's as 
good as any fancy spinach souffle, but 
much easier. Most of the ingredients 
can be kept on hand if you're a last 
minute person like me. It can be kept 
Vegetables 
warm and be reheated . Talk about an 
ideal buffet or pot luck dish! 
2 packages frozen spinach, 
thawed 
% stick softened margarine 
1 3-oz. package cream cheese, 
softened 
% c. corn bread stuffing mix 
'h stick softened margarine 
Mix spinach with cream cheese and 
% stick softened margarine. Top with 
corn bread stuffing mix, mixed with Y2 
stick softened margarine. Bake 30-45 




As a child, whenever my family 




I DO-IT-YOURSELF ELECTRONIC HEADQUARTERS I 
SA VING S ON ALL ELEC TR ONIC NEEDS 
~ • _ I 1193-10TH STREET 375-3144 I MONTEREY (N •• t to N.P.S .) 
Antiques 
You CAN Afford 
Layaways 
MC VISA AE 
(408) 649-3036 





Mrs. Merk always made this corn dish. 
It probably had a proper name, but my 
dad always called it Corn Schmoose, 
and it remains one of his favorites. I 
try to make it whenever he visits, and 
always think of Mrs. Merk and the 
many meals our families shared. 
2 c. canned tomatoes 
2 c. canned corn 
2 c. saltine cracker crumbs 
2 green peppers, diced 
1 small onion, sliced thin 
V. c. grated cheese 
3 Tbsp. margarine 
Simmer tomatoes for 15 minutes 
with corn , peppers, onion. Arrange in 
alternate layers with cracker crumbs. 
Top with margarine and cheese. Cook 
30 minutes in 375 ' oven. Serves eight. 
Can be kept warm and tastes even bet-
ter when reheated the next day. 
@I FIRST SOUTHERN ~ BAPTIST CHURCH • of the 
Monterey Peninsula 
Sunday Bible Study 9:30 a.m. 
Worship 8:15a.m. 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
Wednesday Prayer Mee~ng and 
Children's Aclivi~es 7 p.m. 
- Nursery Core at all Services -
Come join the many 
NPS families who are 




Pastor Dan Coker 
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Dog Cookies· 
" Blu" and Ginny Sycuro 
Makes: 11 y" dozen 
3% c. flour 
2 c. whole wheat flour 
1 c. rye flour 
2 c. bulgur wheat 
1 c. corn meal 
% c. dry milk 
4 tsp. salt 
1 envelope yeast 
% c. warm water 
3 c. chicken or other meat broth 
1 beaten egg mixed with 1 Tbsp. 
milk 
Heat oven to 350' . Sprinkle yeast 
over warm water, stir. Add yeast to 
broth; add dry ingredients. Mix well 
with hands. 
Roll on floured surface to 'I.' thick-
ness. Cut into shapes. Brush with egg 
FOREIGN 
AUTO PARTS 
PARTS & ACCESSORI ES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New · Rebu ilt - Onglnal -Competition 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
26 
Shon Blocks & Complete Engines 
For All Imported Cars 
The Most Complete Line of Foreign Car 
and Truck Parts Available 
Bosch Automotive Products 
600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 
373-7781 
Sweets 
and milk mixture. 
Bake 45 minutes. Turn off oven and 
let sit in oven overnight. 
' For the canine crew only! 
Baked Pineapple 
Linda Foster 
Great with ham. 
% c. sugar 
1 large can crushed pineapple 
1 egg, beaten 
1 heaping Tbsp. cornstarch. 
Combine all ingredients. Put into 
casserole dish and bake for 1 hour at 
350' . 
GENERAL LAW PRACTICE 
EMPHASIZING ESTATEITAX PLANNING , WILLS, TRUSTS, a: BUSINESS LAW 
John J. MacPherson 
A TTORN E Y AT L AW 
30 YEARS MILITARY EXPERIENCE 
ADJACENT TO 
CROSSROADS SHOPF"ING CENTER 
TE L E P HO NE SUITE 101 
(408) 624-2670 22607 CARMEL CENTER PLACE 
CARMEL, CALIFORNIA 93923 
CARPET REMNANTS 
Good Selection 
Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE %" FOAM PAD and FREE DELIVERY 
To Military with Remnants 
Carpets and Linoleum Loose-Layed at Reduced Rates · 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings ' 
Remnants and Rolls · Ready-made Draperies 
1275 10th St. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Tel. (408) 373-7759 
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Pig Lickin' Cake 
Carla Wright 
Sweets 
cake is fully cooled , then spread be· 
tween layers and all over the outside. 
Store cake in the refrigerator for best 
lIavor. 
Melt together: 
2 squares of unsweetened 
chocolate 
2 Tbsp. margarine Heat oven to 325°. Grease and flour 
two round cake pans. Karen's Brownies 
Ann Malokas 
Spread on top of previous topping. 
1 box Duncan Hines Deluxe Butter 
Recipe cake mix 
4 eggs My cousin Karen's Brownies look 
like expensive bake shop pastries -
and taste like them too. Surprise! They 
are EASY (a fact you need share with 
no one) . Just bask in the glory of mak-
ing the best snacks on the block - or 
the sell-out bake sale items. 
Sprinkle with chopped nuts. Chill and 
cut into squares (small ones; these are 
rich) . 
% c. Mazola corn oil 
11 oz. can mandarin oranges, 
undrained 
Mix all ingredients 3 minutes and 
bake at 325° for 25 to 30 minutes. 
English Toffee 
Jan Formisano 
% lb. butter (2 sticks) 
1 c. sugar 
3 Tbsp. water Frosting 
9 oz. container Cool Whip 
1 med. can crushed pineapple 
(drain and save juice) 
1 small box vanilla instant pudding 
Stir ingredients together. Add some 
of the pineapple juice if the mixture is 
too thick to spread. Refrigerate until 
Make brownies from a mix as di-
rected (to fit an 8" x 8" pan). Make 
topping by mixing together: 
'I. c. melted butter 
2 c_ confectioner's sugar 
1 Tbsp. milk 
1 tsp. vanilla 
Spread on top 01 brownies. Let set. 
Cook in skillet until brown (about 20 
minutes). Pour into ungreased cookie 
sheet, pour out as thin as possible. Add 
4 small Hershey bars (broken up). 
Spread on top, then sprinkle with 
chopped nuts. Cool and remove from 
pan, breaking into small pieces. 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACULTY CLUB 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers' and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other specific 
groups. Visa and MasterCharge are accepted for package store, evening food services and EI Prado 
Cocktail Lounge. 
Continental Breakfast is available in EI Rancho from 0700-1030 Monday through Friday. Breakfast 
for Essential Feeding is available in EI Rancho from 0645 to 0745 Monday thru Friday and on Saturday 
from 0800-1000. Dinner is available Monday through Thursday, Saturday and Sunday in EI Rancho 
from 1700 to 1930 and from 1730-2030 on Friday. Lunch is available in EI Rancho Monday through 
Friday 1100-1315. Sunday Brunch is served from 1000-1300. 
Attractive rooms at the Club are available for private parties, and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details, call Agnes Bomarito at 372-0875 between 0900-1630 
Monday through Saturday. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our dining 
rooms for which reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing ·95% attendance. 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
- is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot "E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Beer, liquor, wine, mixers, and 
bar accessories are available. 
Tuesday-Saturday 1000-1700 
Open Friday evening until 6 
p.m. 
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Hot Fudge Sauce 
Debbie Schlechte 
1 can Eagle Brand condensed milk 
12 oz. semi-sweet chocolate chips 
y. c. margarine 
1 tsp. vanilla, butternut flavoring 
% c. powdered sugar 
'12 c. milk 
Melt chocolate chips over water in a 
double boiler. Add margarine and 
Eagle Brand milk. Stir in flavoring . With 
hand mixer add powdered sugar and 
gradually add milk. Serve on ice cream 
or your favorite plain cake, or BOTH!! 
Add more milk (approx. 2 Tbsp.) each 
time you reheat. This can also be fro-
zen for use at a later time. 
Peanut Butter Pie 
(from The Olde Pink House Cookbook) 
Judy Scalzitti 
1 baked 9 inch pie shell 
'12 c. peanut butter, creamy style 
1 c. powdered sugar 
3 egg yolks 
% c. sugar 
'/. tsp. salt 
V. c. cornstarch 
2 c. milk, scalded 
2 Tbsp. butter 

































1 Tbsp. sugar 
1 c. cream, whipped 
Blend the peanut butter and pow-
dered sugar together in a small mixing 
bowl. Set aside. 
Place the egg yolks in the top of a 
double boiler and beat with an electric 
. mixer until fluffy. Combine the sugar. 
salt and cornstarch and beat into the 
yolks. Add the scalded milk and heat 
until smooth and thick, stirring con-
stantly. Remove from heat and add the 
butter and vanilla. 
Spread two thirds of the peanut but-
ter mixture in the bottom of the baked 
pie shell. Pour the hot custard over the 
peanut butter. Cool. 
Add the tablespoon of sugar to the 
cream and whip. Top the cooled pie 
with the whipped cream and crumble 
the remaining peanut butter mixture 
over the top. 
Tea Time Cookies 
Katie Dentler 
2 c. butter 
2 c. sugar 
3 c. sifted flour 
2 c. coarsely chopped pecans 
Whip butter and sugar well. Gradu-
ally add flour until mixed. Add nuts. 
Drop by small teaspoonsful onto un-
greased cookie sheet. Bake at 3500 
until the edges start to brown (15-20 
minutes). Be sure to watch as they 
"Take time out for fun. Call (408) 646-0505" 
Rentals 
& Sales 
• Self-guided tours • picnic baskets • mops 
1250 Del Monte Ave., Monterey CA Hours: Tues. - Sun. 10:00 o.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
300/0 - 600/0 Discount 
• IBM and IBM Compatible Computers 
• Hardware and Software for IBM & Compatibles 
We Sell Gift Certificates 
Olympia Plaza Shopping Center 
1760 Fremont Boulevard, Seaside, CA 93955 
(408) 899-31n or (408) 899-3178 
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burn easily. Cool for one minute on 




3 c. flour 
1 c. sugar 
Lisa Brown 
2 tsp. baking soda 
1 tsp. salt 
1 can whole cranberry sauce 
1 c. mayonnaise 
Grated peel of 1 orange 
1 tsp. vanilla 
1 c. walnuts, chopped (optional) 
Set aside 3 Tbsp. cranberry sauce 
for glaze. 
Sift together first 4 ingredients , add 
next 5 ingredients and beat about 2 
minutes. 
Fold in walnuts . 
Sweets 
Grease and flour Bundt pan. 
Bake in 350· over about 60-70 min-
utes. 
Cool cake and apply glaze. 
Glaze 
3 Tbsp. butter 
1 c. powdered sugar - sifted 
3 Tbsp. cranberry sauce (reserved 
from cake) 
Mix and drizzle on cake. 
Austrailian Pavlova 
Alison O'Keefe 
This dessert was created in Perth. 
western Australia to honor ballerina 
Madame Pavlova. 
6 egg whites 
Pinch of salt 
2 c. granulated sugar 
1'h tsp. vinegar 
1'h tsp. vani lla extract 
Let Us· Develop Your Film 
·4 x 6 prints 
• 3'/2 x 5 prints 
• Contact Sheets 
• Color or 
Black & White 
• E6 
• Kodachrome 
580 Lighthouse Ave. 
372-6337 
Mon. - Fri. 9:00 - 6:00 Sat. 10:00-3:00 
Preheat gas oven to 450·, electric 
oven, 300· . 
Beat the egg whites with the salt 
(using electric mixer at highest speed). 
When soft peaks form, add the sugar 
one Tbsp. at a time, beating well after 
each addition. Stop beating after the 
last Tbsp. has been added and then 
lightly fold in the vinegar and vanilla. 
Draw a circle about 7 inches in 
diameter on a piece of aluminum foil 
and place on a cookie sheet. Heap the 
Pavlova mixture into the circle. 
Place the Pavlova in the oven (lower 
the temperature to 300· if using a gas 
oven) and bake 40-50 minutes until 
crisp on top and sides, and a pale straw 
color. Turn off the heat and leave in 
the oven until cold . (Do not open door 
until totally cold.) 
To decorate: Top Pavlova gener-
ously with whipped cream and fruit of 
your choice. 
WORSHIP 
CONTEMPORARY - ~oo AM 
TllADHlONAI. ·1tOO AM 
SUNDAY SCHOOL 
CH~DIl£N • ~oo TO 10·45 
ADULT · 10:00 TO 1045 
NURSERY CAllE 
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And Then - Leftovers 
Perhaps it's due to the number and 
ages of my children or perhaps it's my 
cooking ability. Maybe I just need to 
try some new recipes. All I know for 
sure is that I'm always plagued with 
leftovers which I fa ithfully put into my 
Tupperware containers and refriger-
ate. I can't throw anything away. A 
small bit, I reason, can be added to a 
pot of soup, heated for lunch, or stretch 
the next dinner but , alas, it manages 
to snuggle in the back of the re-
, frigerator- out of sight and out of mind. 
Ten years ago, a lady said to me, "I 
make omelettes out of my leftovers." 
I asked her just what kind of leftovers 
are suitable for omelettes. 
"Oh, you can put anything in an 
omelette. It's wonderfu l!" 
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-= THE EXECUTIVE 
= HAIR DESIGN 
-
"I and my well trained staff 
members offer you and your fam ily 
members an artistic approach to a ll 
areas of hair care. 15 years of 
experience and study under famous 
international artists have prepared 
me to answer your individualistic 
needs. We welcome you to come 
and let us assist you in feeling and 
looking your very best. 
Hiran 
Complete Profess ional 
Hair & Beauty Services 
For Men & Women 
375-1599 
At the Hyatt Regency 
(walking distance to NPS) 
One Old Golf Course Road 
Monterey 
by Joyce Mansell Glover 
I believed her! I went home that 
night, checked my refrigerator, and 
made my dinner. Trust me - NEVER 
put egg noodles in your omelette. For-
tunately, Grey was at sea and I had 
no children then. Nobody had to suffer 
through that one with me. 
I have a friend who celebrates the 
return of available containers with a 
weekly variety dinner called "Mustgo" 
(everything must go). I have always 
intended to create such a tradition in 
my family ; but whenever I have tried it 
in the past, everyone would clasp a 
hand over his mouth, turn green, and 
squeeze tears from their eyes for ef-
fect. I just keep saving and saving, in 
case I make soup. 
Sometimes I neglect to force 
"Mustgo" night and sometimes I do not 
make that pot of soup, so I end up 
throwing out those economical bits of 
leftovers anyway. It always seems 
such a waste. Sometimes I find, way 
in the back corner of the refrigerator, 
a mysterious container with dark spots 
showing through. I open the lid, arm's 
length away, and peek inside. This be-
comes a game I play called , "What was 
it?" Obviously, not one of my family's 
favorite leftovers. 
Maybe someday I'll be more or-
ganized and learn to camouflage my 
leftover foods. Maybe someday I'll be 
such a wonderful cook that I won't have 
any leftovers to feel guilty about. 
Maybe the recipes in this issue of The 
Classmate are all I'll need to do the trick. 
NOW AT WHOLESALE! 
• New, Direct English Shipment, PLUS 
• Hundreds Of Pieces On The Floor 
ANTIQUES 
ENGLISH OAK FURNITURE 
(Great For TVs, Stereo's & VCR's) 
ART DECO STYLES 
100% PURCHASE FINANCING AVAILABLE 
The Collection Warehouse 
2024 Fremont Blvd., Seaside 
Call: (408) 394-5639 
10 to 6 daily, except 
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Recipe for an 
NPS Student 
by Donna Lembo Petroka 
There are recipes for pies 
And recipes for cakes, 
Recipes for Cordon Bleu 
Even recipes for shakes. 
But I've yet to come across 
A recipe that makes, 
The success of a student 
Enrolled at NPS. 
Prepare four heaping cups of 
knowledge, 
A spoonful of wisdom to stir it. 
Then mix with wifely understanding, 
Add a pinch of humor, blend and sift. 
Love and affection, a sprinkle of each to 
flavor, 
From your special little ones at home 
Who delight in your favor. 
A good measure of faith folded in, 
Add peace to fill , 
Follow· by two tablespoons of 
sacrifice, 
Whip with dedication and skill. 
Then bake for seven or so quarters 
just until, 
The mold of a successful graduate 
is ready to remove from heat. 
Cool and ice with satisfaction on 
graduation day, 
With diploma held in hand 
Serve with a HIP - HIP - HOORAY! 
ff..SpeakEasy Communicationsh 
VICKI A. MADIGAN 
Public Speaking Skills 
Voice Improvement 
Group Seminars • Individual Instruction 
Speech, Language & Hearing Therapy 
English as a Second Language 
Children & Adults 
LICENSED SPEECH PATHOLOGIST, M.A., cec 




570 Munras Avenue and 
2370 Fremont Blvd., Monterey 
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"Pass the Bread and Butter" 
The farm hands had all been hard 
at work harvesting the peas for the 
Jolly Green Giant plant in Le Seuer, 
Minnesota. The men and machines 
had started work early that day to 
utilize every minute of daylight sun. 
And by noon the men had turned into 
a hungry bunch of humans. 
On the farm there were always three 
big meals per day, instead of our cus-
tomary one. Breakfast provided the 
boost that was needed to withstand the 
rugged six hour shift ahead of them. 
Lunch equated the necessary break 
from the strenuous tasks, while dinner 
was the final reward for a long hard 
day's work. 
Mom usually worked along with the 
men, doing whatever job was neces-
sary. Then, prior to the meal time, she 
would leave her tractor or combine and 
head for the old white farmhouse. 
Feeding a crew of eight was a new 
experience for this young inexperi-
enced farm wife. 
This being the largest meal of the 
day, preparation presented a busy 
time. Not only did the men expect the 
usual meat and potatoes with gravy 
but also a vegetable, bread and butter, 
salad and a variety of desserts. The 
table had to be set, glasses filled and 
food exactly timed. 
Of course, this was in the days be-
fore the microwave ovens and instant 
substitutes, so Mom had her work cut 
out for her. Much of the preparation 
had already been done in the early 
dawn. Now she busied herself with the 
task at hand. The chicken was cooking, 
potatoes were mashed and gravy was 
next on the agenda. Pea picking sea-
son on a pea picking farm didn't always 
warrant a vegetable dish of peas! But 
the bread and butter were a must, as 
32 
by Caryn Mears 
well as the selection of pies that cooled 
on the counter. 
Horror struck Mom's heart as she 
counted the number of farm hands 
crossing the yard that day. Hadn't she 
only counted a total of eight when she 
was out with the men? Fighting the 
panic that was rising within her, she 
wondered where the other men had 
come from. How was she going to 
make food for eight stretch to feed a 
crew of fifteen? 
As they filed in, she nervously 
greeted them. Other ·friends had de-
cided to come and help with the har-
vest and Mom had been ·up to the 
house" when they'd arrived. Now her 
cooking skills were truly going to be 
put to the test. No one had ever written 
a book on how to feed fifteen hungry 
farm hands with ingredients for eight, 
unless you count the Bible! But Mom 
didn't have the necessary "fishes and 
loaves," nor the mystical power Jesus 
had shown that day by the sea. This 
was just a small farm in Minnesota. As 
the men dug in, Mom wanted to crawl 
into the cracks of the linoleum floor. 
Why hadn't someone warned her of 
this possible disaster? 
Being so new at this task, Mom had 
no one to guide her. Magically, the men 
were grateful for what little delicious 
morsels they received and thanked her 
for the nice dinner. Mom silently 
thanked God for bread and butter! As 
she did the dishes that day, Mom 
vowed then and there never to be 
caught in that situation again. 
However, her vows have proven try-
ing for her children. Due to her embar-
rassing situation, Mom now feels that 
she must always plan for more people 
than necessary. It seems that every 
recipe she has, she doubles. We al-
ways have leftovers, but her leftovers 
last for days because of the quantity, 
not the quality! 
Once Mom's story about the farm 
hands was told, we all understood the 
preposterous theory behind this hos-
tess. Now we just laugh and enjoy, for 
there's always plenty for all. Her efforts 
have earned her a pet title of the "ori-
ginal food pusher." Mom's advice of 
course, "double the recipe and pass 
the bread and butter." 0 
Quifti119-in-tfte.-Courtyanl 
Futr aM PaTt-Time Work Avaifa6fe 
For a New Qui(ting Shop in tile Area 
San Cados 6tw. 5tft & 6tft 
Carmef-tJy-tFte-sea 
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. d"ai§' 
(408) 625-3704 
IS YOUR NEXT MOVE TO 





Then visit with us at 
HILTON INN RESORT 
PENINSULA ROOM 
1000 Aguajito Road, Monterey 
10 am, - 6 p,rn, 
Saturday and Sunday 
January 25 and 26, 1986 





RE/MAX XECUTEX, FAIRFAX COUNTY, VA. 
SPECIALIZING IN MILITARY RELOCATION TO THE GREATER WASHINGTON, D,C. 
AND NORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA 
Sponsored by Century 21 Arndt Associates, Inc. 
Each Office Is Independently Owned And Operated 
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That Time 
of Y ear 
by Caryn Mears 
It's raining in our house, 
The windows drip with dew. 
It·s not a storm that's brewing, 
It's just the dreaded flu. 
The steamers are puffing, 
Producing billows of smoke. 
It's so wet in our house, 
It makes me choke. 
Cries of "A tissue, please, " 
Ring from each room. 
Noses are dripping, like faucets 
One could presume. 
"Take my sore throat away, Mommy." 
"I can't breathe through my nose." 
Walls are dripping, 
As if we'd turned on the hose. 
The chills, they come, 
The temperatures seem to climb. 
It's that achy, stuffy feeling 
That gets us every time. 
But then the worst begins to start, 
The bathroom becomes our humble 
abode. 
No one knows which way to turn, 
Encountering the commode. 
So, to solve this dilemma, 
We see what the doctor will say. 
"Take a little olthis and a little olthat, 








Daily 9-6 p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
QUALITY NEW & USED 
BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 






~€\IJH€ElI1G CYCl€:S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 




Home ofthe Five Napkin Burger 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
2114 Del Monte Ave. 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 372-9510 
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Monterey, A Fairy Tale Life 
by Caryn Mears 
I 
• 
Having successfully completed five 
Western Pacific Deployments within 
six years of marriage, Monterey 
seemed like a dream come true. We've 
been together here in fairyland for over 
a year and the saga is only half over. 
The sun rises on our beautiful cot-
tage and my dreams are of peaceful 
contentment. But shouts from the living 
room snatch the sleep from my eyes. 
"Mollie's not sharing," cries Mimi, and 
"Mommy, I want breakfast," deafen my 
blissful silence. Did Snow White realize 
she had misplaced "Grumpy" and 
"Sleepy", and they were alive and well 
in La Mesa? 
Grudgingly, I rolled out of bed and 
fed the two dwarfs, which miraculously 
changes their personalities. Now I was 
dealing with "Happy" and "Doc" - one 
wants to take my temperature, while 
the other merrily dances around us. 
Wanting to get the beds made and 
tidy up the cottage, I shuffle "Happy" 
and "Doc" out to play with strict instruc-
tions not to go near the woods. As I 
bustle through each room I periodically 
check on my miniature charges. They 
have a knack for magically disappear-
ing. And sure enough, they were gone. 
Outside I called their names, first 
cautiously, then frantically. All of a sud-
den, visions of Goldilocks flashed 
through my mind. Were my adorable 
little golden haired girls in the woods? 
Were there fierce animals out there? 
My heart began to race as I hurried 
across the yard. 
"Here we are Mom," called a timid 
voice. And then out from the far side 
of the house came two guilty little 
faces. Their feet displayed the ab-
sence of shoes and I knew these were 
not the two little kittens who had lost 
their mittens. Obviously, what we had 
here, were the two little vandals who 
lost their sandals! Drenched in mud 
and water, we had to start on outfit 
number two for the day. 
Coaxing these two into the house 
could only be done with a promise to 
help Mom bake. So, against my better 
judgment, we started a project in the 
kitchen. The Little Red Hen would have 
been flabbergasted with the over-
whelming amount of help I received 
from these two inexperienced chefs! 
The noise level was deafening, as 
"Bashful" turned into a determined "Ag-
gressionist". They clamoured over 
each other to get the ingredients, and 
argued over who could put their ingre-
dients in first. I would have been glad 
to hear, "Not I", "Not I", as did the Little 
Red Hen. Alas, all I could do was rem-
inisce about the days I could lick the 
spoon alone. 
Completing the cooking project and 
cleaning the kitchen produced a need 
for the third set of clothes for the day! 
Preparing to leave the house, I put on 
my red skirt and red shoes. Somehow 
I felt like Little Red Riding Hood. In-
stead of skipping through the woods 
with a basket of goodies for Grandma, 
I had to hoist "Dopey" and "Sneezy" 
into the van, buckle them up and listen 
to their drone as I conquered the bank, 
the post office and the grocery store! 
By the time we returned home, my 
children had turned into Hansel and 
Gretel. I couldn't wait for their father to 
come home and take them into the 
woods, permanently! They'd surely 
give any witch the challenge of her life, 
and I was certainly having my mother-
ing abilities put to the test. (Not that I 
am a witch of course!) But I did start 
contemplating putting all of the bread 
down the disposal so there would be 
no possible way for their father to help 
them return to our cottage. 
But, when Prince Charming walked 
in the door, Hansel and Gretel miracu-
lously change again, and our two ador-
able little girls are telling Daddy about 
their day helping Mom. As I prepare 
dinner, I begin to feel more and more 
like Cinderella. Wasn't she the one 
who did all the work? 
Once our two little dwarfs are fast 
asleep, I think about my day. Yes, I am 
Cinderella for the most part, and like 
Cinderella I get to go to the Ball! (Even 
if it is in Herrmann Hall.) 
You see, life in La Mesa is like a 
fairy tale waiting to come true. We have 
another whole year to experience all 
that life has to offer in dreamland. I 
can't wait to experience the one about 
Sleeping Beauty. ,he sleeping part 
sounds wonderful! 0 
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FUN TO RND 
• Distinctive Clothes 
for Boys £, Girls 
Infants to 6xj7 
young ladies 7· 14 
• Irresistible Toys 
Lincoln Btwn. Ocean & 7th 
P.O. Box 5937 (408)625-2767 
Carmei. California 93921 
Also in The Barnyard 625-3955 
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Courage 
by Marion S. Wilson 
The most needed and necessary in-
gredient in life is courage. Courage is 
persistent. It never takes "no" for an 
answer. It never gives up for it keeps 
on seeking its goal. Relentless and 
persevering, it knows where it is going 
and why. It won 't be stopped by a suc-
cess or a failure. 
It knows no fear. Courage has a 
sense of humor that laughs in the face 
of adversity. It can meet and overcome 
all obstacles, because it knows no de-
feat. 
Without courage, we experience a 
limited, inhibited, fearful sense of exis-
tence. 
Courage recognizes only infinite 
possibilities. It can take us places we 
never thought possible and help us 
achieve goals we never thought attain-
able. 
Courage keeps us from failing, be-
cause it never accepts failure as final. 
Courage says, "If it can be done, I 
can do it." It always wins because it 
never stops trying . Courage is life. It 
bounces back like a rubber ball. It is 
freeing, fearless, forward - an indomi-





MEDICINE & SURGERY 
FOR: DOGS, CATS, BIRDS, RODENTS, 
RABBITS, EXOTIC ANIMALS & REPTILES 
BOARD & TREATMENT OF SICK ANIMALS 
& PETS REQUIRING DAILY MEDICATION 
MARK THOMAS THOMSON D.V.M 
MICHAEL J. MURRAY D.V.M 
For Appointments or Emergencies Call 
899-2381 
Veterinary Pet Insurance Policies Accepted 
MasterCard , Visa, American Express 
EVENING HRS AVAILABLE ON WEEK HIGHTS 
.. OH·FRI ......... P .. SAT 1.""-:3OPM 
780 ELM AYE - SEASIDE 
BEHIND THE BANK OF .MER.cA 
ON FREMONT BLVD 
Member 
ORDERS TO 
WASHINGTON - NORFOLK 
VIRGINIA BEACH?? 
CONNECTION 
comes to you!! 
HILTON INN RESORT 
Peninsula Room, 1000 Aguajito, Monterey 
February 7th, 8th, and 9th, 1986 
Fri.. Sat., & Sun. (10:00-5:00) 
(later by appointment) 
Real Estate Professionals from Washington, Norfolk and Virginia Beach will be available 
to answer any housing-related questions you may have ... bringing you maps, 
brochures and color picture displays of typical homes with data on prices. mortgage 
financing, commuting routes, transportation, schools and other items of interest to 
any who plan to move to one of these areas. THERE IS NO SELLING AND NO OBLIGATION. 
This may be the best 20-30 minutes you can spend 
in planning your move!! 
* WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA 
IJRI-M'''~''"O REALTORS~ 9567 Broddock Rood 
Fairlax. Virginia 22032 
* NORFOLKNIRGINIA BEACH 
PLEASE JOIN US!!! 
5308 Indian River Rd. 
Virginia Beach. VA 23464 
Mary lou Henry 
Mary Wadsworth 
REAlTORS' 
Members Million Dollar Sales Club 
Military Committee Members 




Members. Million Dollar Soles Club 
call collect 1·804·424·5360 
RELOCATING? 
SAN DIEGO, CA. 
1-800-621-0852 ext. 149 
NORFOLK / VA. BEACH 
1-800-457 -0004 
WASHINGTON D.C. / NO. VA. 
1-800-654-6683 ext. 1418 
ALL OTHER AREAS AND BASES 
1-800-654-6683 ext 110 
HOUSING, SCHOOL AND AREA INFORMATION, 
RELOCATION PACKETS 
FOR SAN DIEGO 
Dave & Jody Chambless 
Red Carpet 
Dave Chambless Assoc. 
8250B Mira Mesa Blvd. 
Son Diego, CA 92126 
FOR NORFOLK I VA. BEACH 
Pat Arnett 
Rose & Krueth Realty 
400 Oakmears Cres. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23462 
FOR D.C. I NO. VA. 
Otis Moran 
Red Carpet 
AI Smith ReaR " 
an express 
WEEK NIGHTS I I I 
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